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R1057act as ATP-dependent molecular
switches. Since HubP is already
bipolar at the beginning of the cell
cycle, how do the ParA-like proteins
‘know’ not to accumulate at the HubP
focus at the other pole until after
the cell has elongated and prepared
to divide? How do they avoid
interactions with midcell-localized
HubP prior to division? Is the midcell
HubP focus somehow marked as
immature until after cell division has
taken place? Investigating these
questions will shed more light on the
organization of polarity in these
bacteria, not to mention the many
others in which HubP homologues
are conserved. The answers will have
implications not just for the
fundamental biology of V. cholerae,
but perhaps also for public health,
as this pathogen is still quite capable
of causing epidemics even in recent
times [18].
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of NeuromodulationThe visual neurons of many animals process sensory input differently
depending on the animal’s state of locomotion. Now, new work in Drosophila
melanogaster shows that neuromodulatory neurons active during flight boost
responses of neurons in the visual system.Vivek Jayaraman
Comparisons of physiological
recordings from several different cell
types in the early visual system of
behaving and stationary organisms
have revealed that responses and, in
some cases, tuning to visual stimuli
are significantly altered during active
locomotion [1–5]. Such state
dependence may allow the nervous
system tominimize energy expenditure
[6] and dynamically adapt to the needs
of different behavioral regimes [7]; but
how do these changes come about? In
this issue of Current Biology, Suveret al. [8] use an elegant and technically
challenging combination of methods
to show that in the fly Drosophila
melanogaster flight activates
octopaminergic neurons that modulate
the response properties of the visual
system.
It has long been known that the
hardwiring of neural circuits does
not capture the richness of their
function. Beautiful work in the
crustacean stomatogastric network,
for example, has showcased the
role of neuromodulators which can
switch a circuit operating in one
dynamic mode to another bytweaking the strength of its synaptic
connections and the intrinsic
properties of its neurons [9]. Although
examples abound of the impact of
neuromodulators on circuit activity
and behavior, technical challenges
have limited the direct demonstration
of identified neuromodulatory neurons
activated during particular behavioral
states. It has also been difficult to show
how the activation and silencing of
neuromodulatory neurons changes
response properties of their targets in
behaving animals. Over the past
decade, the development of a plethora
of exciting new tools has made genetic
model organisms ideal for such
experiments. Researchers in these
systems can express calcium sensors,
fluorescent labels and exogenous
light- and temperature-activated
channels in genetically identified
cell populations, allowing specific
neurons to be targeted for recording
and manipulation during behavior [10].
Suver et al. [8] provide an instructive
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R1058demonstration of the power of such
a multi-pronged approach in
Drosophila in their study of
neuromodulation in action.
Their focus is the fly visual system,
and, specifically, a subclass of
relatively large neurons in a structure
called the lobula plate. They recorded
from the vertical-system neurons,
a subset of visual-motion-sensitive
lobula plate tangential cells (LPTCs).
The LPTCs are considered important
for the computation of large-field
optic flow, allowing the fly to
maintain a stable course as it navigates
through the world. Previous results
from walking Drosophila and flying
blow flies (Lucilia sp.) suggested
that the responses of several LPTCs
to higher temporal frequencies
(speeds) of visual motion are
disproportionately enhanced during
locomotion, shifting the peaks of their
tuning curves [3,4]. In addition, the
membrane potential of Drosophila
vertical-system neurons increases as
flight commences [2]. Suver et al. [8]
find that vertical-system responses
to higher visual motion speeds are
also boosted by flight, although, in
contrast to results from experiments
in different LPTCs, their tuning curve
peaks did not shift.
The prime candidate for
activity-state-dependent changes of
visual responses in LPTCs has been
octopamine, the invertebrate analog of
norepinephrine, and a neuromodulator
released during flight in insects [11].
Consistent with these results,
electrophysiological recordings
from LPTCs in blowflies in the
presence of an octopamine agonist,
chlordimeform, produce increased
responses to image motion across
visual motion speeds, resembling the
gain increases observed during
locomotion [4,12–14]. There are
octopaminergic projections to the optic
lobe in the fly [15], but are these
octopaminergic neurons active during
flight, and, if so, can their activity
produce the increased response to
visual motion observed in the LPTCs?
Suver et al. [8] performed two-photon
imaging experiments with the
genetically encoded calcium indicator,
GCaMP3, in tethered flying flies and
found strong calcium transients in
octopaminergic projections to the optic
lobe during flight. In addition to
showing that the pharmacological
application of octopamine
recapitulates the response-boostingeffect of flight in stationary flies, they
showed that endogenous release of
octopamine by these neurons is both
necessary and sufficient for the
flight-induced boost (albeit not for the
fast increase in the vertical-system
neuron’s membrane potential). They
activated octopaminergic neurons
with a temperature-induced channel
(dTrpA1) and, while simultaneously
performing whole-cell patch clamp
recordings from vertical-system
neurons, saw the expected boost
in response. They then silenced
the octopaminergic neurons by
expressing inward-rectifying
potassium channels (Kir2.1), and
during flight saw that the response
boost disappeared. These results
finally confirm the critical role of
octopaminergic modulation, which by
now has considerable experimental
support [4,12–14,16]. Suver et al.’s [8]
elegant experimental approach also
lends the prevailing hypothesis the kind
of solidity and nuance that is the
hallmark of well-designed experiments
in genetic model organisms [17].
A number of interesting questions
still remain. How are octopamine
neurons activated during flight? Are
they driven by sensory neurons that
detect wing, leg or haltere movement,
or do they receive ascending input from
central pattern generators or premotor
neurons that drive limbmovement [18]?
There is indirect evidence suggesting
that octopaminergic neurons act on
visual neurons upstream of the LPTCs
in addition to the LPTCs themselves
[14,16], but the sites and mechanisms
of action are as yet unknown, as are the
receptors involved. Also, the LPTCs
display a boosted response to visual
motion during locomotion and a faster
rise in membrane potential, but
stimulating the octopaminergic
neurons appears to account only for
the response boost. Where, then, does
the fast change in membrane potential
come from? None of the intracellular
changes reported thus far appear
to depend on the fly’s direction of
locomotion, but these results have
come from ‘open-loop’ experiments
in which the fly’s movements do not
affect the visual motion stimuli it sees.
What might we expect in a ‘closed-
loop’ experiment in which the fly’s
actions influence what it sees? When
such experiments are done in rodents,
neurons in the visual cortex respond to
mismatches between what the animal
actually sees and the visual stimulusits motor actions would be predicted
to generate [19]. A feedback signal in
LPTCs that depends on the direction
the fly intends to move would similarly
be evidence of an efference
copy — information about the
expected sensory consequences of
a motor command that could be
used by the visual system to compute
an error signal between the predicted
and actual change in stimulus, and to
then adjust the sensorimotor
transformation accordingly.
As the Suver et al. [8] study in the
current issue demonstrates, the little
fly, Drosophila melanogaster, can
punch well above its weight in enabling
experimenters to uncover mechanistic
details of visuomotor interactions.
There is every reason to believe that
lessons from such experiments can
transcend differences in cell type and
circuit structure, and provide us with
basic principles that hold across visual
systems [20].References
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